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Abstract 
 
 
 
Now-a-days wireless networks such as cellular communication have deeply affected human lives 

and became an essential part of it. The demand to buy high capacity and better performance 

devices and cellular services has been rapidly increased. There are more than two hundred 

different countries and almost three billion users all over the world which are using cellular 

services provided by Global System for Mobile (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunication 

System (UMTS), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access (WiMAX). In the past decade, one antenna is connected to only one 

communication radio device at the same time but currently this scenario has been completely 

changed. To increase the capacity of the channels and to improve the bit error performance 

between mobile station and service station, it is now possible to connect one antenna with more 

than one communication radio device at the same time. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 

systems are designed to obtain this requirement. In MIMO systems, antennas are combined in the 

form of small frames like coupling in cellular devices. Diversity means to obtain successful 

transmission and reception of radio signals with accordance to polarization and correlation. Due 

to diversity the capacity of the channels and bit error rate are improved, so diversity is one of the 

main and important properties of MIMO systems. This thesis is emphasized to study WiMAX 

systems by implementing multiple antenna techniques, by observing the bit error rate 

performance and data rate in WiMAX systems using two important and currently widely applied 

multiple access communication techniques. The research will also elaborate these techniques and 

explain the basic parameters, operations, mathematical calculations and different relevant 

observations. The simulation tool used in this research thesis is MATLAB which is also used to 

illustrate the results with figures and graphs.    
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 

Introduction  
 
 
 
Wireless communication is one of the most important achievements in the history of science and 

communications. These wireless communication networks are the backbone of Cellular 

networks, Radio and Television channels broadcasting, data transmission and reception through 

satellites and many others. Due to these wireless communication networks, the communication 

has become extremely fast and the services remain available to the user almost where ever he 

goes. The future of wireless technologies appears to be very bright. Worldwide Interoperability 

for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is the newest communication technology for wireless 

transmission and it is standardized as IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16-2005 or IEEE 

802.16e. 

 

A WiMAX system consists of 2 basic parts: 

 

1) WiMAX tower: Concept wise its same as towers of other cellular networks but its 

coverage area is much more (around 8000 square kilo meters).  

2) WiMAX receiver: It has a small antenna and could be in the form of PCMCIA card or in 

a small box. Now-a-days, laptops also have this WiMAX receiver built in.  

 

Figure 1.1 shows a simple working of WiMAX network system. The WiMAX tower stations can 

be directly connected to Internet backbone with the help of high speed cables like optical fibers. 

And the tower can also be connected to other towers through Line-of-Sight (LOS) microwaves 

links and such type of connections are called backhauls [1]. 

 

1.1 History of Wireless Communication 

The journey towards the wireless communication started with the invention of Maxwell’s 

equations at the end of 19th century. These equations gave the concept of data transmission 

without requiring any wire. After a few years, Marconi proved through his experiments that data 

can travel through long distances. Bell laboratories gave the idea of using a fixed frequency 
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bandwidth for cellular networks in 1970s. After that many wireless technologies emerged for 

cellular communication like Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS), Code Division Multiple 

Access (CDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access 

(FDMA), Global System for Mobile (GSM), Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE) 

and now WiMAX [2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: A simple WiMAX Network System [1] 

 

The cellular mobile technology has been divided into 3 generations. 

 

1.1.1   Generations of Mobile Systems 

 

First Generation Mobile Systems 

In first generation of wireless communication, analog systems were the major achievements for 

transmitting audio data using radio waves. The mobile phones operated at that time used analog 

radio technologies and their three major components were mobile telephone, cell sites and 

mobile switching centers (MSC). This analog system used two radio channels, one as control 

channel and the other as voice channel. The control channel contains digital messages. These 
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digital messages help the phone in receiving control information of the system and compete for 

access to the system by using frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation scheme. On the other 

hand, the voice channels are responsible for sending voice data using frequency modulation 

(FM) in the form of an analog signal. 

 

Second generation Mobile Systems 

The second generation (2G) mobile systems used digital multiple access technologies like Time 

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). The major 

achievement of this generation is GSM which uses TDMA for supporting multiple users. Other 

examples of 2G systems include cordless telephones (CT2), Personal Access Communication 

Systems (PACS) and Digital European Cordless Telephones (DECT) [3]. 

 

In 2G systems, a different design approach was used in MSCs. According to this new 

design, base station controllers (BSCs) were introduced to share the load with MSCs and the 

interface between them was standardized. Also a mobile assisted hand off mechanism was 

introduced in this design. According to this, a mobile unit can switch from one base station to 

next base station with the help of these handoffs and all this happens in seamless way without 

giving user any clue. The protocols used in 2G used digital encoding and these protocols were 

GSM, D-AMPS (TDMA) and CDMA (IS-95). 2G networks supported services like voice, fax 

and short message service (SMS) [3]. 

 

2.5G Mobile Systems 

The main goal of this generation was to provide adequate data connectivity without making 

major changes in the existing 2G technologies. Some of the cellular technologies which are able 

to achieve this goal are 

 

(1) High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD): For providing four times more data 

transfer rate in GSM, HSCSD was designed.  

(2) General Packet Radio Service (GPRS): It’s a radio technology for GSM networks. It 

provides services like packet switching protocols, smaller time for setting up Internet 

Service Provider (ISP) connections and high data rates. Based on GPRS, the higher data 

rates and support for multimedia applications has given birth to a new technology called 

Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE).  
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(3) Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE): With the help of EDGE, GSM 

operators provide multimedia services and applications based on Internet Protocol (IP). 

These services are provided at a maximum speed of 384 to 554 kbps theoretically with a 

bit rate of 48 to 69.2 kbps per time slot in favorable radio conditions. EDGE also provides 

GSM operators to operate without a 3G license. The implementation of EDGE does not 

require much effort as slight changes are required in hardware and software. EDGE uses 

the same frame structure of TDMA, logic channel and 200 kHz bandwidth as GSM 

networks. EDGE is capable of providing data rate of up to 2 Mbps which is equal to 

ATM [3]. 

 

Third Generation Mobile Systems 

The 3rd generation mobile systems are facing a lot of technical challenges like supply of seamless 

services for both wired and wireless networks. Research is currently carried out on Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications Systems (UMTS), Mobile Broadband Systems (MBS) and 

WiMAX. Currently, the most famous mobile telephony standard is Global System for Mobile 

Communication (GSM), which is a packet-switched data network with a better spectral 

efficiency and greater bandwidths. 3G networks provide a good level of security as compared to 

2G networks. It offers end to end security when application frameworks are accessed. 

 

1.2 Different types of Data Networks 

A number of wireless technologies exist today. Figure 1.2 shows a simple classification of these 

network technologies. Let us take a brief look at these technologies. 

 

1.2.1 Wireless   Personal Area Network (WPAN) 

WPAN is such a wireless data network in which the communication between devices occurs 

when they are close enough and in the range of an individual person. This range is assumed to be 

less than 10 meters. Bluetooth, Ultra-wideband (UWB) and ZigBee are examples of WPAN 

technologies. 

 

1.2.2   Local Area Network (LAN) 

LAN is such a data network in which devices like computers, telephones, printer and personal 

digital assistants (PDAs) communicate with each other in a relatively small area (like in home, 
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office or a small campus). Scope of LAN is about in the order of 100 meters. Most widely used 

LANs these days are Ethernet (which is fixed LAN) and WiFi (which is wireless LAN or 

WLAN). 

 

1.2.3   Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 

MAN is such a data network which has a coverage range of about several kilometers or over a 

large campus or city. Like in universities, a MAN could be composed of several LANs and these 

MANs could also be connected with other MANs to form Wide Area Network (WAN). 

Examples of MAN are Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), Distributed Queue Dual Bus 

(DQDB), Ethernet based MAN and Fixed WiMAX (also known as Wireless MAN or WMAN). 

 

1.2.4   Wide Area Network (WAN) 

WAN is such a data network which has a coverage area as big as a planet. Basically in a WAN, 

several other LANs are connected to each other which allow the users to communicate with each 

other while the users are in different locations from each other. Actually, WAN comprises of a 

lot of switching nodes connected to each other through leased lines and circuit / packet switched 

methods. The most widely used WAN is Internet network. Other examples include 3rd generation 

mobile systems (3G) and WiMAX networks (Wireless WANs). The data rates of WAN are 

usually smaller than LAN. 
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of Network types [2] 

 

1.3   An Overview of IEEE 802 Family Standards 

The most widely used network technologies based on IEEE 802 family are: 

 

� IEEE 802.2, Logical Link Control (LLC):  LLC provides a interface to the network 

layer.  

� IEEE 802.3, Ethernet: Ethernet is a network technology for LANs and it can support 

data rates of 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps.  

� IEEE 802.5, Token Ring: Token Ring technology was introduced by IBM in early 

1980s. But after the evolution of 10 BASE-T Ethernet in 1990s, this technology flopped.  

� IEEE 802.11, WLAN: It is commonly known as WiFi technology. WLAN cover an area 

of about 100 meters (300 feet). At the end of 1990s, IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b 

standards are proposed. Other variants of 802.11 standard are IEEE 802.11e, IEEE 

802.11g, IEEE 802.11h, IEEE 802.11i etc.  

� IEEE 802.15, WPAN: These are subdivided as:  

IEEE 802.15.1 for Bluetooth. Bluetooth is widely used for information sharing and is 

considered to be the reliable replacement of cables. It has a range of about 20 meters. 

IEEE 802.15.3a for UWB which is very high speed and form low distance network. 

IEEE 802.15.4 for ZigBee which is a low complexity technology for automatic 
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applications and industrial environment [2].  

� IEEE 802.16, BWA: BWA networks have greater ranges than WLAN WiFi. IEEE 

802.16 has two variants: IEEE 802.16-2004 which is a standard for Fixed WiMAX and 

IEEE 802.16e which is a standard for Mobile WiMAX and it supports mobility and fast 

handovers managements.  

� IEEE 802.20, Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA): The main goal was to 

develop a technology for packet based air interface using IP supported services. It is 

intended to be used for high speed mobile devices and it is based on Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique.  

� IEEE 802.21, Media Independent Handover (MIH): It provides handover management 

and interoperability between different types of networks. It not necessary that these 

handovers belong to IEEE 802 family. For instance, MIH might provide handover 

between 3G and 802.11 / WiFi networks.  

 

1.4 IEEE 802.16 / WiMAX Standard  

The main characteristics of IEEE 802.16 / WiMAX technology are: 

 

� Carrier frequency is less than 11 GHz. The frequency bands currently used are 2.5 GHz, 

3.5 GHz and 5.7 GHz.  

� Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is the technique used for 

transmission due to its high resource utilization [2].  

� Data rate of 10 Mbps at the moment but in near future it will reach up to 70 – 100 Mbps.  

� Coverage area spans up to 20 km.  

 

The IEEE 802.16 standard was created in 1999 and it was divided into two sub-groups: 

 

a. 802.16a, centre frequency within the interval 2-11 GHz. This technology was intended to 

be used for WiMAX and its used for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communication.  

b. 802.16c and its operated in frequency range of 10-66 GHz and used for line-of-sight 

(LOS) communication.  

 

The original 802.16 standard was based on single carrier physical (PHY) layer and it used time 

division multiplexed (TDM) MAC layer, whereas the 802.16a standard use OFDM based on 
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physical layer. It also supports Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for 

MAC layer. In 2004, IEEE 802.16-2004 standard was introduced and it mainly targeted the fixed 

applications. In December 2005, some amendments were made in IEEE 802.16-2004 standard 

and a new standard IEEE 802.16e-2005 was created which had support for mobility. 

 

For practical implementations, WiMAX defines some system and certification profiles. A 

system profile defines and includes required and optional features of physical and MAC layers as 

selected by WiMAX Forum from IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard. Now a 

days, WiMAX has two system profiles. One is based on IEEE 802.16-2004, OFDM PHY and is 

called Fixed System profile. The other is based on IEEE 802.16e-2005, scalable OFDMA PHY 

and it is called mobility system profile. While a certification profile is a specific representation of 

system profile. A certification profile specifies operating frequency, channel bandwidth and 

duplexing mode. According to WiMAX Forum, there are about 5 fixed and 14 mobile 

certification profiles as shown in Table 1.1 as published by the WiMAX forum in September 

2008. The first two profiles are related to fixed WiMAX and others are related to mobile 

WiMAX  
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Profile Spectrum Band Channel Bandwidth 
Time or Frequency 

Division Duplexing 
Status 

ET01 3.4-3.6GHz 3.5MHz TDD Active 

ET02 3.4-3.6GHz 3.5 MHz FDD Active 

MP01 2.3-2.4GHz 8.75 MHz TDD Active 

MP02 2.3-2.4GHz 5 &  10 MHz TDD 2009 

MP05 2.496-2.69GHz 5 & 10 MHz TDD Active 

MP09 3.4-3.6GHz 5 MHz TDD 2008Q4 

MP10 3.4-3.6GHz 7 MHz TDD 2008Q4 

MP12 3.4-3.6GHz 10 MHz TDD 2008Q4 

Table 1.1: Fixed and Mobile WiMAX Certification Profiles-2008 [2] 

 

The next chapter discusses about the technical overview of WiMAX in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

 

WiMAX Technical Overview 
 

WiMAX is a wireless broadband technology which provides a number of flexible solutions for 

deployment and potential service offerings. The technical overview of WiMAX is as follows: 

 

2.1 WiMAX Physical Layer 

WiMAX is a Bandwidth Wireless Access (BWA) system and data is transmitted at high speed 

through radio waves using different frequency. The Physical layer establishes (physical) 

connection between two entities and is responsible for the transmission of bit sequences. It tells 

us about the type of signals used, type of modulation and demodulation schemes, transmission 

power and other such physical characteristics. 

 

In 802.16 standard five physical interfaces are defined which are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

where:  

� Wireless MAN-SC and Wireless MAN-SCa use Single Carrier (SC) modulation  

� Wireless OFDM use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with 256 

point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 

� Wireless MAN – OFDMA use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 

(OFDMA) with 2048 point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).  

� WirelessHUMAN is High-speed Unlicensed Metropolitan Area Network 

 

Two major duplexing modes, Time Division Duplexing (TDD) and Frequency Division 

Duplexing (FDD), are used in 802.16 systems. WiMAX physical layer considers OFDM as its 

transmission technique for obtaining higher data rates. In Media Access Control (MAC) address, 

different options are used such as Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), Address Allocation Server 

(AAS), Mobility, Mesh etc.  
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Designation 
Frequency 

Band 

Section in 

Standard 
Duplexing MAC Options 

WirelessMAN-

SC 

10-66 GHz 

(LOS) 
8.1 TDD and FDD --- 

WirelessMAN-

SCa 

Below 11 GHz 

(NLOS) 

Licensed 

8.2 TDD and FDD 
AAS, ARQ, 

STC, mobility 

WirelessMAN-

OFDM 

Below 11 GHz 

Licensed 
8.3 TDD and FDD 

AAS, ARQ, 

STC, mesh, 

mobility 

WirelessMAN-

OFDMA 

Below 11 GHz 

Licensed 
8.4 TDD and FDD 

AAS, ARQ, 

HARQ, STC, 

mobility 

WirelessHUMAN 
Below 11 GHz 

License exempt 

8.5 (in addition 

to 8.2,8.3 or 8.4) 
TDD only 

AAS, ARQ, 

STC, only with 

mesh 

Table 2.1: The Five Physical interfaces defined in 802.16 standard [2] 

 

2.1.1 Basics of OFDM 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a multicarrier modulation scheme 

because it divides a higher bit rate data stream into multiple parallel lower bit rate streams and 

modulate each of these streams on separate carriers which are also known as subcarriers [4]. 

Multicarrier modulation schemes extinguish or minimize intersymbol interference (ISI) in the 

channel and as a result increasing symbol time. Higher data rate systems have small symbol 

durations, but due to splitting of higher rate data stream into multiple parallel streams higher 

symbol durations are achieved. 

 

In OFDM, the subcarriers are selected in such a way that they are all orthogonal to each 

other over symbol duration. This reduces the need of non-overlapping subcarrier channels for 

extinguishing ISI. The spacing between subcarriers is important and the subcarrier bandwidth is 

given as 

BSC  = B / L          (2.1) 
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where:  

B represents nominal bandwidth. 

L represents number of subcarriers 

And it ensures that all the subcarriers are orthogonal to each other over symbol period. 

 

In OFDM, for extinguishing ISI, guard intervals are introduced between symbols. By 

using larger guard intervals than expected delay spread, ISI can altogether be extinguished. 

However, the addition of guard intervals decreases bandwidth efficiency and wastes a lot of 

power. This power wastage depends upon the ratio of symbol duration and guard time. The 

larger the symbol period, the smaller the bandwidth efficiency and larger the power loss [5]. 

 

2.1.2 Parameters of OFDM 

The fixed and mobile WiMAX are a little bit different to each other in case of physical layer 

implementations of OFDM. Fixed WiMAX based on IEEE 802.16-2004 uses OFDM of 256 bits 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) length on the physical layer, while the Mobile WiMAX based on 

IEEE 802.16e-2005 uses Scalable OFDMA of 128-2048 bit FFT on the physical layer. Table 2.2 

shows OFDM parameters for Fixed and Mobile WiMAX. 

 

As seen in the table, for Fixed WiMAX OFDM-PHY, the FFT size remains fixed at 256 

bits where 192 bits are used for containing data, 8 bits are used as Pilot Subcarriers for channel 

estimation and synchronization and the remaining 56 bits are used as guard band subcarriers [4]. 

The FFT size is fix so higher subcarrier spacing is achieved by using larger bandwidths and 

smaller symbol time. To overcome the delay spread, guard time is used by lowering the symbol 

time. 

 

For Mobile WiMAX OFDMA-PHY, the FFT size can be changed from 128 to 2048 bits. 

By increasing the bandwidth, the FFT also increases in such a way that subcarrier spacing 

remains 10.94 kHz due to which OFDM symbol duration remains fixed and the scaling has very 

little effect on the higher layers. This subcarrier spacing of 10.94 kHz is taken because it 

provides a good equilibrium between delay spread and Doppler spread requirements when used 

in mixed (fixed and mobile) environments. 
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Parameter Fixed WiMAX 
OFDM-PHY 

Mobile WiMAX Scalable 
OFDMA-PHY 

FFT size 256        128       512        1024      2048 

Number of used data 
subcarriers 

192         72       360        720      1440 

Number of pilot subcarriers 8         12       60        120      240 

Number of null/guard band 
subcarriers 

56         44       92        184      368 

Cyclic prefix or guard time 
(Tg/Tb) 

1/32        1/16       1/8        ¼ 

Oversampling rate (Fs/BW) 
Depends on bandwidth: 7/6 for 256 OFDM, 8/7 for 
multiples of 1.75MHz, and 28/25 for multiples of  

1.25MHz, 1.5MHz, 2MHz, or 2.75MHz. 

Channel bandwidth (MHz) 3.5         1.25       5        10      20 

Subcarrier frequency 
spacing (kHz) 

15.625                   10.94 

Useful symbol time (ms) 64                   91.4 

Guard time assuming 12.5% 
(ms) 

8                   11.4 

OFDM symbol duration 
(ms) 

72                  102.9 

Number of OFDM symbols 
in 5 ms frame 

69                   48.0 

Table 2.2: OFDM Parameters used in WiMAX [4] 
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2.1.3 Sub-channelization: OFDMA 

The available subcarriers are divided into many groups called sub-channels. For uplink, only 16 

sub-channels are allowed in Fixed WiMAX according to OFDM-PHY. While sub-channels like 

1,2,4,8 or all the sets can be used by a Subscriber Station (SS) in uplink. The Base Station (BS) 

allocates the bandwidth for SS. The SS uses very little amount of bandwidth (around 1/16) for 

transmission using Uplink sub-channelization. It helps in improving link budgeting and as a 

result the range performance and life of battery of SS increases. Around 12 dB link budgeting 

can be achieved by using 1/16 sub-channelization factor. 

 

According to OFDM-PHY, Mobile WiMAX allows sub-channelization for uplink and 

downlink. Here multiple sub-channels are allocated to multiple users which are accessing the 

sub-channels at the same time. So such kind of multiple access scheme is called Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) [4]. 

 

The sub-channels might form adjacent subcarriers or randomly distributed subcarriers 

over the frequency spectrum. The sub-channels which are formed by using randomly distributed 

subcarriers are very effective for mobile applications because they provide more frequency 

diversity. Using the randomly distributed subcarriers, WiMAX specifies a lot of sub-

channelization schemes for uplink and downlink. One important scheme for mobile WiMAX is 

called Partial Usage of Subcarriers (PUSC). Initially WiMAX specified 15 sub-channels for 

downlink and 17 sub-channels for uplink using 5 MHz bandwidth and later 30 sub-channels for 

downlink and 35 sub-channels for uplink using 10 MHz bandwidth for the operation of PUSC. 

 

Using the adjacent subcarriers, WiMAX specifies another important sub-channelization 

scheme called Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC). By using this scheme, the frequency 

diversity will no longer be available but the good thing is it provides multiuser diversity. AMC 

allocates sub-channels to multiple users according to their frequency responses. The multiuser 

diversity helps in getting excellent gain in system capacity. In short we can say, adjacent sub-

channels are more suitable for fixed and limited mobility applications [4]. 

 

2.1.4 Slot and Frame Structure 

The physical layer of WiMAX is also responsible for allocation of slots and framing. A slot is a 

minimum time-frequency resource which can be allocated to a given link by WiMAX system. 
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Now depending on the sub-channelization scheme, every slot has one sub-channel over one, two 

or three OFDM symbols [5]. The adjacent slot assigned to some specific user is called that user’s 

data region. 

 

Figure 2.1 shows frames of OFDM and OFDMA while operated in TDD. The frame is 

divided into two sub frames, one frame is used for downlink and other frame is used for uplink 

and both the frames are separated by guard interval. For supporting different traffic profiles, the 

downlink-to-uplink-sub-frame ratio might change from 3:1 to 1:1. In case of frequency division 

duplexing, frame structure will remain same and the only difference will be that both downlink 

and uplink frames will be sent simultaneously over multiple carriers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: A sample TDD frame structure for mobile WiMAX [5] 

 

From Figure 2.1 we can notice that the downlink sub-frame starts with preamble used for 

physical layer procedures like time and frequency synchronization and initial channel estimation 

[5]. Then comes frame control header (FCH) [combination of UL Map and DL Map] which 

gives information of frame configuration (like MAP message length, modulation and coding 

scheme, and available subcarriers). The data regions allocated to multiple users within frame are 
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determined in uplink and downlink MAP messages (DL-MAP and UL-MAP) [5]. For every user 

there is a burst profile and this burst profile is included in MAP messages which specifies the 

modulation and coding scheme used in that specific link. These MAP messages contain 

important information which is to be sent to all users so these are sent through reliable link like 

BPSK with a code rate of ½ and repetition. 

 

In WiMAX multiple users and packets can be multiplexed in a single frame. A single 

downlink frame might have multiple bursts of different sizes and can contain data of many users. 

The frame size can also change from 2 ms to 20 ms on a frame-by-frame basis. Also each burst 

can have multiple chained fixed or variable sized packets of fragments of packets received from 

upper layers. Initially, all WiMAX equipment supports 5 ms frames [5]. 

 

The uplink sub-frame is composed of many uplink bursts from multiple users. Some part 

of uplink sub-frame is used for contention-based access which is used for multiple purposes. The 

main purpose of this sub-frame is to be used as a ranging channel for performing closed-loop 

frequency, time and power adjustments at the time of entering a network and afterwards as well 

[5]. The ranging channel might be used by SS or mobile stations (MS) for making uplink 

bandwidth requests. The uplink sub-frame also has a channel-quality indicator channel (CQICH). 

This CQICH is used by SS for giving feedback on channel-quality information. This information 

can be used by BS scheduler and acknowledgement (ACK) channel. It allows the ACK channel 

to send feedback on downlink acknowledgements for SS. 

 

WiMAX optionally support repeating preambles for handling time variations. These short 

preambles are called midambles. In uplink, these midambles might be used after 8, 16 or 32 

symbols [5]. While in downlink, these midambles can be inserted in the start of each burst.  

 

2.1.5 Adaptive Modulation and Coding in WiMAX 

Depending upon the conditions of channel, WiMAX allows a scheme to change on burst-by-

burst basis per link [5]. The BS gets feedback on the quality of downlink channel from the 

mobile by using channel quality feedback indicator. While for the uplink, BS estimates quality of 

channel according to quality of received signal. The BS scheduler carefully examines the quality 

of channel of all user’s downlink and uplink. The BS scheduler also specifies modulation and 

coding scheme for getting the maximum throughput for usable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
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Adaptive modulation and coding gives real-time alternatives between throughput and robustness 

on every link and there increases the overall system capacity. Table 2.3 lists a variety of 

modulation and coding schemes supported in WiMAX [5]. 

 

 Downlink Uplink 

Modulation 
BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, 64 QAM; BPSK 

optional for OFDMA-PHY 

BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM; 64 QAM 

optional 

Coding 

Mandatory: convolutional codes at rate 1/2, 

2/3, 3/4, 5/6 

Optional: convolutional turbo codes at rate 

1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 ; repetition codes at rate 

1/2, 1/3, 1/6, LDPC, RS-Codes for OFDM-

PHY 

Mandatory: convolutional codes at 

1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 

Optional: convolutional turbo codes 

at rate 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 ; repetition 

codes at rate 1/2, 1/3, 1/6, LDPC 

Table 2.3: Modulation and Coding supported in WiMAX [5] 

 

2.1.6 Physical layer Data rates 

In WiMAX, the physical layer data rates changes according to the operating parameters like 

channel bandwidth, modulation and coding schemes, number of subchannels, OFDM guard 

time and over sampling rate. Table 2.4 gives us a list of physical layer data rates at different 

channel bandwidths and modulation and coding schemes [5]. The TDD case is assumed here 

with a 3:1 downlink-to-uplink bandwidth ratio. It is also assumed that frame size is 5 ms, 

OFDM guard interval is 12.5 percent and subcarrier permutation scheme is PUSC. And only 

one OFDM symbol is used for downlink frame overhead while all other data symbols are 

available for user traffic. 
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Channel 

Bandwidth 
3.5 MHz 1.25 MHz 5 MHz 10 MHz 8.75 MHz 

 PHY mode 256 OFDM 
128 

OFDMA 

512 

OFDMA 
1024 OFDMA 

1024 

OFDMA 

Oversampling 8/7 28/25 28/25 28/25 28/25 

Modulation and Code rate PHY-layer Data rate (kbps) 

 DL UL DL UL DL UL DL UL DL UL 

BPSK, 1/2 946 326 Not applicable  

QPSK, 1/2 
1,88

2 
653 504 154 2,520 653 5,040 

1,34

4 
4,464 

1,12

0 

QPSK, 3/4 
2,82

2 
979 756 230 3,780 979 7,560 

2,01

6 
6,696 

1,68

0 

16 QAM, 

1/2 

3,76

3 
1,306 

1,00

8 
307 5,040 

1,30

6 
10,080 

2,68

8 
8,928 

2,24

0 

16 QAM, 

3/4 

5,64

5 
1,958 

1,51

2 
461 7,560 

1,95

8 
15,120 

4,03

2 
13,392 

3,36

0 

64 QAM, 

1/2 

5,64

5 
1,958 

1,51

2 
461 7,560 

1,95

8 
15,120 

4,03

2 
13,392 

3,36

0 

64 QAM, 

2/3 

7,52

6 
2,611 

2,01

6 
614 10,080 

2,61

1 
20,160 

5,37

6 
17,856 

4,48

0 

64 QAM, 

3/4 

8,46

7 
2,938 

2,26

8 
691 11,340 

2,93

8 
22,680 

6,04

8 
20,088 

5,04

0 

64 QAM, 

5/6 

9,40

8 
3,264 

2,52

0 
768 12,600 

3,26

4 
25,200 

6,72

0 
22,320 

5,60

0 

Table 2.4: PHY-Layer Data Rate at Various Channel Bandwidths [5] 

 

2.2 WiMAX MAC Layer Overview  

The main purpose of WiMAX MAC layer is to give an interface between physical layer and 

higher transport layers. It takes packets from upper layers and then transmits them over the air in 

the form of MAC protocol data units (MPDUs). And for the reception, the reverse process is 

performed. In IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16e-2005, there is a convergence sub layer for 

interfacing with higher layer protocols like ATM, TDM voice, Ethernet, IP and other such 
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protocols in future. But at this time, WiMAX forum is only supporting IP and Ethernet.  

 

The MAC layer of WiMAX supports very high peak bit rates and also provides quality of 

service (QoS) like ATM and DOCSIS. It uses MPDU of variable lengths. Like for saving the 

overhead of physical layer, it uses several MPDUs of same or variable lengths in a single burst. 

And in the same way, multiple MPDUs of higher layers might be added up in a single MPDU for 

saving MAC layer overhead, while larger MPDUs might be segmented in to smaller MPDUs and 

then transmitted in the form of multiple frames. 

 

Figure 2.2 shows several examples of MAC PDU frames. Every MAC frame begins with 

a generic MAC header (GMH) which contains a connection identifier (CID). MAC frame also 

contains other parameters like length of frame, cyclic redundancy check (CRC), sub-headers and 

a check that if the payload is encrypted or not and if it is encrypted then with which kind of key. 

The MAC payload can be a transport or a management message. If it is a transport payload then 

it might carry bandwidth requests or retransmission requests. Such a transport payload is 

recognized by the sub-header which immediately leads it. Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) is 

also supported by MAC layer of WiMAX and it helps in send requests for retransmission of 

unfragmented MSDUs and fragments of MSDUs. The maximum length of frame is 2047 bytes 

and in GMH its represented by 11 bits [5]. 

GMH Other SH 
Packed 

Fixed size 
MSDU 

Packed 
Fixed size 

MSDU 
………… 

Packed 
Fixed size 

MSDU 
CRC 

(a) MAC PDU frame carrying several fixed length MSDUs packed together 

GMH Other SH FSH MSDU Fragment CRC 

(b) MAC PDU frame carrying  a single fragmented MSDU 

GMH Other SH PSH  

Variable 
size 

MSDU or  
Fragment  

PSH 

Variable 
size 

MSDU or  
Fragment 

CRC 

(c) MAC PDU frame carrying several variable length MSDUs packed together 
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GMH Other SH ARQ Feedback CRC 

(d) MAC PDU frame carrying ARQ payload 

GMH Other SH PSH 
ARQ 

Feedback 
PSH 

Variable 
size 

MSDU or  
Fragment 

CRC 

(e) MAC PDU frame carrying ARQ and MSDU payload 

GMH ARQ Feedback CRC 

(f) MAC management frame 
Figure 2.2: Examples of various MAC PDU frames [5] 

 

2.2.1 Channel-Access Mechanisms 

The MAC layer is completely responsible for apportioning bandwidth to all the users for uplink 

and downlink at BS. At the time when a MS has multiple sessions or connections with BS, the 

MS gains some control over the allocation of bandwidth [5]. Now in that scenario, the BS 

transfers total bandwidth to MS and then MS allocates this bandwidth among multiple 

connections, while all sort of scheduling for downlink and uplink is performed by BS.The BS 

can distribute bandwidth to every MS according to the requirements of incoming traffic without 

involving MS for downlink. For uplink, the distribution has to be done according to the requests 

from MS [5]. 

 

The WiMAX standard supports a lot of mechanisms through which MS can request and 

get uplink bandwidth, depending upon specific QoS and traffic parameters linked to the 

demanded service. BS periodically distributes dedicated or shared resources to every MS and the 

BS uses these resources for sending bandwidth requests. This process is known as Polling. 

Polling might be performed on individual basis called unicast or in the form of groups called 

multicast. A multicast polling is usually performed when there is a deficiency of bandwidth to 

poll every MS separately. Also in multicast polling, each of the polled MS seeks to use the 

apportioned or shared slots. WiMAX specifies a resolution mechanism when more than one MS 
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seeks to occupy the shared slot. If the MS already contains a distribution for sending the traffic, 

it will not be polled and will be granted to request more bandwidth by a number of ways like by 

sending a single bandwidth request MPDU or by using a ranging channel for sending a 

bandwidth request or by using piggybacking for sending a bandwidth request on generic MAC 

packets. 

 

2.2.2 Quality of Service (QoS) 

An important task of WiMAX MAC layer is the support for QoS. We can have a strong 

controlled QoS by utilizing connection-oriented MAC architecture. In this MAC architecture, the 

BS controls all the uplink and downlink connections. A single directional logical link called 

connection is set up between BS and MS and the two MAC layer peers before sending any data. 

Every connection is identified by the CID which gives a temporary address to data while 

transmission. The MAC layer also specifies three different management connections for 

functions like ranging and these connects are basic, primary and secondary. 

 

WiMAX also specifies service flow. The single directional flow of data packets with 

specific set of parameters is known as service flow and it is identified by service flow identifier 

(SFID). Traffic priority, maximum sustained traffic rate, maximum burst rate, minimum 

tolerable rate, scheduling type, ARQ type, maximum delay, tolerated jitter, service data unit type 

and size, bandwidth request mechanism to be used, transmission PDU formation rule are all the 

parameters contained in QoS [5]. Service flows might be created dynamically by using specific 

signaling methods in standard or might be purveyed by the management system of network. The 

SFID is supplied by BS and its the responsibility of BS to map SFIDs to the uniquely related 

CIDs. In IP-based-QoS, the Differential Services (DiffServ) code points and MPLS can be 

mapped through service flows. 

 

Table 2.5 shows a variety of service flows supported in WiMAX. 
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Service Flow Designation Defining QoS 
Parameters Application Examples 

Unsolicited Grant Services 
(UGS) 

Maximum sustained 
rate, Maximum latency 

tolerance, Jitter 
tolerance 

Voice Over IP (VoIP) 
without silence 

suppression 

Real-time Polling service 
(rtPS) 

 
Minimum reserved 

rate, Maximum 
sustained rate, 

Maximum latency 
tolerance, Traffic 

priority 
 

Streaming audio and 
video, MPEG (Motion 
Picture Experts Group) 

encoded 

Non-real-time Polling 
service 
(nrtPS) 

Minimum reserved 
rate, Maximum 

sustained rate, Traffic 
priority 

File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP) 

Best-effort service (BE) 
Maximum sustained 
rate, Traffic priority 

Web browsing, data 
transfer 

Extended real-time Polling 
service (ErtPS) 

 
Minimum reserved 

rate, Maximum 
sustained rate, 

Maximum latency 
tolerance, Jitter 

Tolerance, Traffic 
priority 

 

VoIP with silence 
suppression 

Table 2.5: Service Flows Supported in WiMAX [5] 

 

2.2.3 Mobility Support 

WiMAX describes four different scenarios for mobility which are 

 

(1) Nomadic: In this scenario, user is granted the right to use a fixed SS and can connect it 

by using different point of attachment.  
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(2) Portable: Portable devices like PC cards are supplied with Nomadic access. But they are 

not supplied with best-effort handovers.  

(3) Simple mobility: If there are some small interruptions (less than 1 second) then still the 

subscriber might be able to move with a speed of 60 kmph during handoff.  

(4) Full mobility:  In this scenario, seamless handoff (less than 50 ms latency and <1% 

packet loss) and speed of about 120 kmph is supported [5].  

 

IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard specifies great support for mobility management. According to the 

standard, signaling methods are used for tracking SS when they are actively moving from the 

range of one BS to other or while moving idly from one paging group to other. The standard 

describes many protocols while moving from one BS to other for seamless handovers used for 

connections. 

 

The IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard specifies three different types of handovers, where one is 

mandatory while the other two are optional. Mandatory handover is known as Hard Handover 

(HHO). In HHO a sudden and unexpected transfer of connection occurs between two or more 

BSs. During this process, the MS performs radio frequency (RF) scanning and gets the 

measurements about signal quality of contiguous BSs. This scanning is done during scanning 

intervals as allotted by the BS. The MS can optionally do initial ranging and association with 

adjacent BSs during these intervals. When the handover decision is done, MS starts 

synchronization with BS using downlink transmission. If the ranging was not executed during 

scanning then it also executes ranging and in the end ceases the connection with the former BS. 

If there are some undelivered MPDUs at BS then they will be remained there till the timer 

expires. 

 

The other two optional handovers are fast base station switching (FBSS) and macro diversity 

handover (MDHO) [5]. The MS keeps a concurrent unexpired connection with more than one BS 

in both FBSS and MDHO. In FBSS, MS keeps a whole list of involved BSs which are called an 

active set. This active set is continuously monitored by the MS. The MS also does ranging and 

keeps valid connection ID. Usually the MS communicates with the anchor BS (which is a single 

BS). The MS switches the connection from one BS to other in case of changing the anchor BS is 

needed. The selected anchor BS is being reported by MS on CQICH. 
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The only difference between MDHO and FBSS is that in MDHO, the MS communicates 

concurrently with all the BSs in active set using downlink and uplink and this is known as 

diversity set. The multiple copies received at MS along with diversity techniques are used in 

downlink. While in case of uplink, the MS transmits data to several BSs and for selecting the 

best uplink selection diversity is executed. 

 

Both FBSS and MDHO give exceptional performance to HHO but FBSS requires 

synchronized BSs in active set while MDHO requires BSs synchronized in diversity set. And the 

good thing is both use same carrier frequency. 

 

2.2.4 Security Functions in WiMAX 

The WiMAX standard keeps user data safe from unauthorized access with the help of some 

addition protocols specifically designed for mobility. The privacy sub-layer is used for security 

functions in WiMAX. The main features of WiMAX security are: 

 

Support for privacy: User data is provided privacy support with the help of 

cryptographic schemes like Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Triple Data Encryption 

Standard (3DES) [5]. Usually AES is used because its new standard approved by Federal 

Information Processing Standard (FIPS) and easy to use. Key sizes of about 128 – 256 bits are 

used for encrypting the data during authentication stage. 

 

Device / user authentication: WiMAX provides a very helpful way to authenticate SSs 

and users. The authentication procedure is according to Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

EAP and it provides valuable features like username, password, digital certificates and smart 

cards. All the terminal devices of WiMAX contains MAC address and X.509 digital certificates 

with a public key. For the authentication of device, X.509 digital certificate is used and for the 

authentication of user, username / password or smart cards are used by the WiMAX operators. 

 

Flexible key-management protocol: For securely exchanging keyed data between BS 

and MS, Privacy and Key Management Protocol Version 2 (PKMv2) is used [5]. The 

reauthorization and key refreshment occurs sporadically. PKM is a client-server protocol in 

which BS acts as Server while MS acts as client. PKM utilizes X.509 digital certificates and 

Rivest-Shamer-Adleman (RSA) public key encryption algorithms for secure exchange of keys 
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[5]. 

 

Protection of control messages: Control messages are protected through message digest 

schemes like AES based Cipther-based message authentication code (CMA) or Message-Digest 

5 Algorithm (MD5) based Hash based message authentication codes (HMAC). 

 

Support for fast handover: For providing quick support for handovers, MS uses pre-

authentication with the specific target BS and provides quick reentry. For accelerating the re-

authentication mechanisms, a three-way hand shake scheme is used. It also helps in protection 

against attacks like the so called man-in-middle. 

 

2.2.5 Multicast and Broadcast Services in WiMAX 

The MAC layer provides support both for multicast and broadcast services (MBS). The MBS 

functions and features supported in the standard are: 

 

� The signaling methods used by MS for sending a request and then setting up MBS.  

� According to the capability and demand, the SS approaches MBS over one or more than 

one BS.  

� The MBS are linked with QoS and encrypted by using a global encryption key.  

� For mapping the MBS traffic information, a separate portion is maintained within the 

MAC frame.  

� Provides different mechanisms for providing MBS traffic to idle mode SSs  

� Provides support for macro diversity for boosting up MBS traffic performance.  

 

2.3 WiMAX Network Architecture  

According to IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard, the WiMAX Forum’s Network Working Group 

(NWG) provides and creates network requirements, architecture and protocols for WiMAX. The 

WiMAX NWG has created a reference model which is used for deploying WiMAX architecture 

framework and this model also provides interoperability among different WiMAX devices and 

operators. The reference model is an IP based service model and its single architecture supports 

fixed, nomadic and mobile deployments of WiMAX. An IP based WiMAX network architecture 

is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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This network might logically be divided into three main parts 

 

(1) Mobile Stations (MSs), which are   utilized by the end users for approaching the network  

(2) Access Service Network (ASN), which is composed of one or more base stations and 

one or more ASN gateways which build radio access network [5].  

(3) Connectivity Service Network (CSN), which gives connectivity of IP and all other IP 

core network functions [5].  

 

Figure 2.3 shows some other functional entities which are needed to be discussed here. 

 

Base Station (BS): The main function of BS is to give air interface to MS. BS also 

provides micro-mobility management functions like handoff triggering and tunnel establishment, 

radio resource management, QoS policy enforcement, traffic classification, proxy for Dynamic 

Host Control Protocol (DHCP), key management, session management and multicast group 

management [5]. 

 

Access Service Network Gateway (ASN-GW): The main function of ASN gateway is 

to provide a traffic aggregation point in AGN. Other functions of ASN gateway include intra-

ASN location management and paging, radio resource management and admission control, 

caching of subscriber profiles and encryption keys, AAA (Authentication, Authorization, 

Accounting) client functionality, establishment and management of mobility tunnel with BSs, 

QoS and policy enforcement, foreign agent functionality for mobile IP and routing to the 

selected CSN [5]. 

 

Connectivity Service Network (CSN): The main function of CSN is to supply 

connectivity to Internet, ASP, other public and corporate networks. The Network Service 

Provider (NSP) owns CSN and it has the AAA server for helping in authentication of devices, 

users and other services. The CSN provides functions like per user policy management of QoS 

and security, IP address management, support for roaming between different NSPs, location 

management between ASNs and mobility. It also provides gateways and internetworking with 

other networks like Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) [5]. 
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Figure 2.3:  WiMAX network architecture [5] 

 

The next Chapter discusses about multiple antenna techniques used in WiMAX. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 Multiple Antenna Systems in WiMAX 
 

3.1 Multiple Antenna Systems 

Modern multiple antenna systems can be implemented in order to get the benefit of multiple path 

systems when compared to the old designed single antenna systems. In this case, when talk about 

multiple antenna systems with WiMAX, we will automatically enter in the throughput and better 

error performance achievement in multiple path scenarios. 

 

Generally, there are three different techniques of implementing multiple antenna systems and 

we will mainly focus two of them: 

 

1) Diversity Schemes  

2) Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Systems 

3) Smart Antenna Systems (SAS) 

 

3.1.1 Diversity Schemes 

There are two main types of diversity, one is transmit diversity and the other is receive diversity. 

Diversity is usually between two antennas and each antenna has one channel. One antenna is at 

the base station and the other is at the service station. The base stations keeps record of the 

transmission and receive signal information with each channel. However, there can be many 

antennas at the base station and the service station. 

 

Here we will elaborate three different methods under the diversity schemes. 

 

3.1.1.1 Space Time Coding (STC) 

Space Time Coding is the popular scheme of transmit diversity. In this technique, we send the 

information through two different antennas which are called transmitters. Thus, we are using two 

mediums space and time to transmit the information so this technique is called space time coding 

and this technique is similar to the Alamouti scheme according to the 802.16 standard. 
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Our main focus of using this scheme is to enhance the error rate performance of the 

systems which send the information through coded medium. We will take two antennas at the 

base station as shown in the Figure 3.1. When we want to send the data bits of 1000, we have to 

use the modulator to send the data bits. The modulator converts these data bits into symbols 

called �� and ��. After this, these symbols enter an encoder known as space time encoder, which 

then sends �� followed by - ��* to antenna 1 and �� followed by ��* to antenna 2. In the figure, 

the (*) is the complex conjugate of the symbols. When these symbols are transmitted from the 

base station, then it will be transmitted two different symbols towards the receiver antenna. 

 

 

Base stations                                                                                                         Service station                                  

                                                                	��

���    

                                                                                                               �� 

 

                          ����                              �� 

1000      	��

��� 

 

Figure 3.1: Space Time coding scheme [6] 

 

The 2 × 4 Space Time Coding (Alamouti) is known as rate 1 code because data is neither 

decreased nor increased. As shown in above scenario, there are complex channel gains �� and �� 

from antenna 1 and 2 to the receive antenna and we assumed that over two symbol time, the 

channel is constant; that is, �� (t=0) = �� (t=T) =��. 

 

The received signal r (t) is written as 

  r (0) = ���� + ���� + n(0),  

   r(T) = -����

+ ����


+ 
(T) (3.1) 

 

where n(T) is a White Gaussian noise sample. We assume that channel is known at the receiver, 

so we can use the following diversity combining scheme 

y1 = ��

�	0� �  ���
	�� 

y2 = ��

�	0� �  ���
	��                                               (3.2) 

Space Time 
Encoder 

     Modulator 

T� 1 

� � 1 

T� 2 
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This can be expressed as 

�� �  ��

�����  �  ����  �  n	0�� �  ��	���


�� �  ��

�� �  
	T�� 

��  � 	|��|� � |��|���� �  ��

	0� �  ��
	��                                                (3.3) 

 

Similarly, 

��  � 	|��|� �  |��|���� �  ��

	0� � ��
	��                                         (3.4) 

 

Thus, the two received samples r (0) and �
	�� combines linearly with the help of this simple 

decoder. This also eliminates all the interference so the resulting signal-to-noise ratio can be 

computed as  

�Σ �  	|��|� � |��|��� ��
|��|� �� �  |��|� �� 2 

�Σ �  	|��|� � |��|��� ��
 �� 2  

�Σ �  ∑ |!"|# $%
#
"&'

 (# �                                                           (3.5) 

Thus for space and time coding, the total transmit energy per data symbol will be ��  and each is 

send twice  
$%
�  . The linear decoder used here is the simplest decoder with zero mean noise. 

 

3.1.1.2  Antenna Switching (AS) 

Antenna switching can be applicable to both downlink and uplink transmission systems. This is 

the simplest scheme to obtain diversity gains of the systems. In this scheme, we choose the one 

antenna with the best channel gain rather than using the multiple antennas to get the combination 

of signals. 

 

 To understand antenna switching, let us take example of Airpan’s Easy product technique 

as shown in Figure 3.2. This product gives 90� antenna separation and it chooses the antennas 

which provide the best signal level at any time. This scheme is useful in desktop deployment 

scenario. 
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Figure 3.2: Airpan’s EasyST with 4  [6] 

 

3.1.1.3  Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) 

Maximum Ratio Combining combines the information from all received branches for a multiple 

antenna system in order to increase the SNR. We implement different gains to each antenna to 

enhance the signal to noise ratio for the combined signals. We use the different proportional 

constant factors and gain is almost equal to the route mean square of the signal level. Maximum 

Ratio Combining can provide the diversity gain and array gain but it does not help in spatial 

multiplexing scenario. A simple diagram of Branch Antenna Diversity is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Branch Antenna Diversity [7] 
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Maximum Ratio Combining usually works by weighting each branch with a complex factor of )* 

and then adding up the +, branches.The received signal can be written as x(t)�*. 

The overall signal can be written as 

�	-� � .	-� ∑ |)*||�*|exp 23	4* � 5*�678
*9�                            (3.6) 

 

If we let the phase 4* � �5* for branches, then SNR of y(t) can be written as 

�:;< � $=	∑ |>"||!"|�#?8
"&'

(# ∑ |>"|#?8
"&'

                                                           (3.7) 

 

�� is the transmitted energy signal. Solving the above expression by taking the derivation with 

respect to |)*| provides maximum combining values. In other words, each branch is multiplied 

with its signal-to-noise ratio. The resulting SNR can be written as  

�:;< � $=	∑ |!"|#?8
"&'
(#  � ∑ �*

78
*9�                                                       (3.8) 

 

When adding up the branches of SNR, the total SNR will be achieved.  

 

3.1.2 Smart Antenna Systems 

Smart antenna systems technique can be obtained by implementing different ways such that null 

steering and beam-forming. Due to this it is also called adaptive antenna systems because the 

pattern which channels follow is directly towards the user and away from the source of 

interference. 

  

3.1.3 Multiple Input Multiple Output Systems 

In multiple input multiple output systems there are more than one antenna and multiple radios. 

This gives the benefit through the multipath effects, where transmitted signals use the different 

paths to reach the receiver side. MIMO systems follow the 802.11n standard. 
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Advantages of Multiple-Antenna Systems 

There are many advantages of multiple antenna systems like 

 

• In spatial multiplexing when two or more data bits are transmitted by different users then 

we can enhance the efficiency of spectral density and also increase the system capacity. 

• Interference can be reduced by using the null steering through channel interferers in 

smart antenna systems. 

• We can achieve the power combination gain of 10log�� C, there will be M antennas can 

be applied to the downlink and provide the equivalent amplifier to each antenna to get the 

desired power. 

• In order to get the array gain we can use different combination of two signals. Like in 

maximum ratio combining we can get array gain in downlink, also in beam-forming gain 

pattern we can get the array gain by using coherently signals. 

•  Diversity can be achieved by implementing multiple paths between transmitter and 

receiver per channel at the base station. 

 

3.2 Spatial Multiplexing 

A valuable kind of MIMO technique is spatial multiplexing which is used to break down the high 

speed data rate into +D separate data sub-streams after successful decoding of the data streams, as 

shown in Figure 3.4. Notable point is that the viability of high speed data rates is required for the 

wireless broadband internet after adding the antenna elements.   

 

3.2.1 Introduction to Spatial Multiplexing 

We will elaborate on the most widely used model and some typical results for spatial 

multiplexing. The standard mathematical model which is used for spatial multiplexing is: 

y = Hx + n,                                                            (3.9) 

 

where y is the received vector and the size is +, × 1, similarly H is the channel matrix of          

+, ×+D, x is transmit vector of  +D � 1 and n is the noise of   +, � 1. It should be noticed that 

every symbol of transmit vector x has average energy E�  /+D and it maintains the overall transmit 

energy constant. Here E�  means average energy of symbol.  
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The channel matrix has the shape of 

 

                                  H =   

F
G
G
H ���     ��� I ��7J

���     ��� … ��7J
L         L M L

�78'      �78' I � 787JN
O
O
P
 ,                                  (3.10) 

 

Here, we suppose that the values in the channel matrix and noise vector are complex Gaussian 

values with zero mean and �!
�I and �Q

�I are the covariance matrices respectively. It can be 

confirmed theoretically that the decoding of +D data streams are possible if there exists minimum 

+D nonzero eigenvalues inside the channel matrix, That is +D ≤ rank(H). This result is proved 

with information theory as given in [8] and [9]. 

 

The mathematical setup given above shows the analysis of random matrix theory [10][11], 

linear algebra, information theory and with the help of these tools MIMO systems have been 

abstracted. Below are some major points related to single link MIMO system model. 

 

• Spatial multiplexing will be optimal if we increase the SNR. The maximum data streams 

increases as min (+D, +,) log (1+SNR) while SNR is high [9]. 

• Alternatively, if we decrease SNR the maximum data stream will be in the form of a 

single data stream by using diversity pre-coding. Hence with low SNR capacity will be 

linear. 

• The data rate will be logarithmically with +, higher in both above mentioned cases in 

terms of mamimum data rate to space/time coding. 

• Generally, the error performance can be dominated inside the channel matrix at low eigen 

values. Also the average SNR of all +D streams can be kept normal without changing the 

total transmit power to a system. 

 

3.2.2 Open-Loop MIMO: Spatial Multiplexing without Channel Feedback 

Spatial multiplexing can be implemented with channel addition or without channel knowledge at 

the transmitter or receiver similar like in multi antenna diversity techniques. First we will discuss 

open-loop techniques in which we suppose that there is a channel at the receiver end. 
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       +D antennas                  +, antennas   

  

Bits In                                                                                                                                                 Bits Out 

Rate=                                                                                                               Rate= 

R min(+D , +,) R min(+D , +,) 

                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

                                           x                                        H                                 y 

 

Figure 3.4: A Spatial multiplexing MIMO system transmits multiple sub-streams to increase the data rate [5] 

 

In the open loop technique, each stream sent by +D and received by every  +, antennas are the 

results of interference. All techniques which we will discuss in the section will be based on the 

interference suppression created for equalization [12] and multiuser detection [13] as shown in 

Table 3.2. 

 

3.2.2.1 Optimum Decoding: Likelihood Detection 

 The optimum likelihood detection decoding is used when there is an unknown channel at the 

transmitter end. The minimum distance criterion can be found out through input vector .S as 

follows 

.S= arg min ||T  y- H.S||�                                                   (3.11) 

 

In fact, it is difficult to prove this mathematical equation, but we can compute the result by C7J 

input vectors, here M is modulation order like M=4 for QPSK. For small antennas we usually not 

use these complex computations. Low level computations of ML detector and the sphere decoder 

may be used to get the performance of ML detector in different cases [14], also they have very 

high energy for high level performance systems of open-loop MIMO. After getting the optimum 

or near optimum detection, the transmission channel gain becomes small and very limited like 

channels eigen values, and for low SNR it gives the significant gain. 

 

 

 
     S/P     
and  Tx 

 
     Rx           
and  P/S 
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3.2.2.2 Linear Detectors 

Now we will consider linear detectors that are most simple as shown in Figure 3.5, compared to 

the optimum decoder which is complex maximum likelihood detector. This detector use the Zero 

forcing detector in which it makes the receiver exact the inverse of the channel UQV at that time 

where pseudoinverse or +D � +, 

 

UQV9	W
W�X'W
                                                  (3.12) 

 

where H is the eigen values matrix and UQV inverts these values. 

As the Zero-forcing detector entirely eliminates spatial interference from transmitted signal so it 

gives an estimated received signal as 

 

.S�UQV� � UQVY. � UQV � . � 	Y
Y�Z�Y
   (3.13)  

 

Here n is the noise. Poor spatial sub channels can impact on it and due to this problem in limited 

interference MIMO systems it gives very bad performance results. Hence, we can say that zero-

forcing detector is not made for WiMAX practically.  

 

 Optimum 
Interference 

cancellation 
Linear 

Equalization(ISI) 

Maximum likelihood 

Sequence detection 

(MLSD) 

Decision feedback 

Equalization(DFE) 

Zero forcing min. 

Mean square error 

(MMSE) 

Multiuser 
Optimum multiuser 

Detection(MUD) 

Successive/parallel 

interference 

cancellation, MUD 

 

Decorrelating, MMSE 

Spatial-multiplexing 

Receivers 

ML detector sphere 

Decoder(near 

optimum) 

Bell Labs Layered 

Spaced 

Time(BLAST) 

 

Zero forcing MMSE 

Table 3.1: Similarity of interference –Suppression Techniques for various Applications, with Complex Decreasing 

from Left to Right [5] 
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         To solve this problem of zero-forcing receiver, we use other method which is called MMSE 

receiver. In this method we just simply minimize the distortion and keep balance between the 

noise enhancement and spatial-interference suppression.  

So, 

U[[\] � ^�_`ab||c U� � .||�,                                          (3.14) 

 

The above expression is solved by this principle known as orthogonality principle as 

 

U[[\] � 	Y
Y � �Q
� d

eJ
�Z�Y
,                                           (3.15) 

 

Here fD denotes the transmitted power. We can say that if SNR is low then it protects the bad 

eigenvalues to become inverted and if SNR is high then ZF detector converges to MMSE 

detector. 

       +D antennas                  +, antennas   

  

Input  Estimated  

Symbols Symbols 

                                                                                                       

                                                            

 

 

                                                       x                   H                      y 

 

Figure 3.5: Spatial Multiplexing with a Linear receiver [5] 

 

3.2.2.3 Cancellation of Interference: BLAST 

The earliest known spatial-multiplexing receiver was invented and prototyped in Bell Labs and is 

called Bell Labs layered space/time (BLAST) [15]. BLAST consists of different parallel “layers” 

that helps simultaneous multiple streams of data. These layers which are also known as sub-

streams are disjoint by the techniques of interference-cancellation which rejoin the streams of 

data. The two most important techniques are the original diagonal BLAST (D-BLAST) [15] and 

its subsequent version, vertical BLAST (V-BLAST) [16]. 

        In D-BLAST technique, it makes a grouping of symbols which are transmitted into the form 

of “sub-streams” and finally coded the other layers in time independently way. These sub-
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streams then moves in a cyclic manner to the different transmit antennas which show the form of 

diagonal of space and time. In time every stream get coded and in space it moves and rotating 

between all the antennas. Thus, each spatial channel used the equally transmitted streams. 

By doing decoding of single layer at a time, we can detect the D-BLAST diagonal layered. The 

decoding of the four layers is represented in Figure 3.6 (a). Every layer is achieved by nulling 

those layers which are not detected and subtracting those layers which are already detected. As 

shown in the Figure 3.6 (a), the stream at the left side of second layer block is already detected 

and thus it is subtracted (cancelled) from the received signal. For checking errors or difficulties 

in the cancellation and process of nulling, the time domain coding is useful. Besides this all, 

there are two main disadvantages of D-BLAST technique, first is the iterative and complex and 

second one is the waste of the space and time slots at the beginning and at the end stage of a D-

BLAST block. 

 

       The other technique which we used is V-BLAST. V-BLAST is simple and easy to 

implement as compared to the D-BLAST. V-Blast is useful in reducing the inefficiency and 

complex and iterative process of D-BLAST. Here each individual stream is being transmitted by 

an antenna and at the receiver side many techniques can be applied to separate these symbols. 

The names of some of these techniques are ZF and MMSE also called linear receivers. It will 

pick the stream at every receiver antenna of different length +D which is useful for nulling +D � 1 

vector interference. So the signal to noise ratio of ith stream can be 

�* �
j%

(#||k8,"||#
   a � 1 , … . +D

                                                   (3.16) 

 

Antenna index                      nulled  Antenna index 

      interference     

 

 

Cancelled detection order Time Time 

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 3.6: (a) D-BLAST detection of the layer 2 of four. (b) V-BLAST encoding. Detection is done dynamically; 

the layer (symbol stream) with the highest SNR is detected first and then canceled [5] 
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Here m,,* is the ith row of zero-forcing or MMSE receiver G of Equation (3.4) and Equation 

(3.7), respectively. 

 

In V-Blast, a linear receiver is combined with ordered successive interference 

cancellation and instead of detecting all +D streams in parallel form, they are detected iteratively. 

First of all, the strongest symbol stream is detected by using ZF or MMSE receiver technique. 

Then after the detection of symbols, these symbols are separated from the received signal. Then 

the second strongest signal is detected, which effectively sees +D � 2 interfering streams [5]. 

Generally, the ith detected stream experiences interference from +D � a of transmit antennas, 

which means that majority of spatial interference would be eliminated until the time when the 

weakest symbol stream is detected [5]. Using the ordered successive interference cancellation 

lowers the block error rate by about a factor of ten relative to a purely linear receiver, or 

equivalently, decreases the required SNR by about 4 dB [16]. 

 

Blast technique gives nice performance in controlled environments like laboratory but it 

is not very successful in practical cellular systems. Also in these BLAST techniques, non-

perfection can happen when layers are not detected correctly. 

 

3.2.3 Closed-Loop MIMO: Channel Knowledge Advantage 

In spatial multiplexing systems, channel knowledge is most valuable in term of gain through the 

transmitter. Here, we will discuss the technique of closed loop spatial multiplexing in which we 

will focus on the simplest but theoretical example using decomposition of singular values in 

terms of gain. After this we elaborate on the other techniques of linear pre-coding which are 

more practically and can be considered better with respect to medium of growing the data rate 

for multiple antennas in WiMAX technology. 

 

3.2.3.1 Pre coding and Post coding of SVD 

To understand the channel knowledge of the transmitter gain, we discuss the singular value 

decomposition (SVD) or decomposition of general eigen value of a channel of matrix H, which 

can be expressed as 

H= UΣn
                                                            (3.17) 
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Here o denotes a diagonal matrix and V and U are unitary matrices. The channel matrix is 

diagonalized after multiply by V and U, that is, transmitter and receiver with linear operations as 

shown in Figure 3.7. The phenomenon of channel diagonalization can mathematically be 

confirmed by considering a decision vector d which is close enough to input symbol vector b [5]. 

The vector decision can be written as  

d = p
�, 

d = p
	Y. � �, 

d = p
	pqn
nr � �,                                              (3.18) 

d = p
pqn
nr � p
, 

d = qb +  p
, 

 

This makes the channel diagonalized and erased all spatial interference by nonlinear 

processing or without any inversion of any matrix. This happen due to unitary U as well p
n 

contains the similar variance like n. The singular-value approach does not help in increasing the 

noise as it did in open-loop linear techniques. SVD-MIMO is not practically implementable 

because it is not easy to find the SVD of a +D � +, matrix of order s	+,+D
�� if +, t +D and it 

also needs a large amount of feedback. When we compare open loop MIMO with closed loop 

MIMO, it shows that closed loop MIMO has better performance and less complexity. 

 

                                H = Uqqqqu
 

 

 

             

       

                

 

                   

 

  b           x = Vb                                  y = Hx + z      v
w        xy 

Figure 3.7: Using SVD pre-coding, single MIMO system is being diagonalized [5] 

 

This shows how to diagonalize the MIMO systems and channel matrix through pre-coding and 

post-coding in SVD for minimizing the data bits. i.e min (+, , +D). 

Generally, the pre-coding expression is 
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y = G (HFx + n)                                                           (3.19) 

 

Here x and y are of size M � 1, and G is the post-coder matrix of size M� +, , and H is the 

channel matrix of size +, � +D.To understand this we take M = min(+,, +D), G = p
 also F = V. 

 

It converts the MIMO channel into different frames with the help of linear pre coder and post 

coder. 

 �* �z*z* {*.* � {**, a � 1, … . . , C,                                 (3.20) 

 

The transmitted and received data bits are denoted by .* and �*. H has the singular value denoted 

by �* and pre coding and post coding symbols are z*  and {*. By increasing the transmitted 

power of the channels and by making gain large, we can enhance the total capacity by the pre 

coder and post coder weights. Figure 3.8 shows spatial sub-channels which are the results of 

Linear Pre-coding and Post-coding. 

           z�                 ��                  �                   {� 

.�                                                                                  �� 

 

 
                                                           z:                    �:                     :                     {: 

                                            .:                                                                                                     �: 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Spatial sub-channels resulting from Linear Pre-coding and Post-coding [5] 

 

The channels can be limited by using eigen beam-forming as 

 

1| C | min	+D, +,�,                                              (3.21) 

 

Where when M=1, it represents the maximum diversity order and it is called diversity pre-

coding. While when M=min	+D, +,�, it means that maximum number of parallel spatial streams 

are attained. 
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3.3 Classified MIMO Theory Shortcomings 

To understand better the performance gain of MIMO in WiMAX systems, we can emphasize the 

previous expressions related to spatial multiplexing and from that we can draw the following 

assumptions, 

• Fading will be frequency straight. In other words, data entries of H are of various and 

scalar values so we can ignore the multipath ways. 

• The total number of antennas will be separated with each other due to the different and 

random values of entries. 

• Noise will be negligible and interference is being small. 

Finally, all the above supposition will be applicable to the MIMO in the WiMAX systems in 

term of performance and data bits. 

 

3.3.1 Multipath 

The first supposition to make the equation of spatial multiplexing useful is using the OFDM with 

some reasonable sub-channels with MIMO systems. In the current years, many researches are 

going on MIMO-OFDM systems [17],[18] as OFDM is very effective to transform the frequency 

selective fading to parallel channels with flat fading. 

 

3.3.2 Uncorrelated Antennas 

Basically, it is very hard to study MIMO systems in which antennas are correlated. So to analyze 

the MIMO systems we suppose that spatial frames are separated and uncorrelated and are 

divided into equal identification. For one client of divided and identical channels, there will be 

equal power distribution. In other words, we can say that when channels have different MSs, the 

antennas are uncorrelated and power can be changed rapidly. In case of channel are correlated 

we can face the following cases for single client MIMO frame, (1) less channel scattering, (2) 

less space between the antenna frames. In the first case, it happens due to the small placement for 

MSs and the second case occurs when there is line of sight or bidirectional antennas are not used. 

           

         When we see the different theories based on MIMO research, we can examine that 

uncorrelated antennas have sufficient degree of spatial correlation [19]. But it is not considered 

very practical theory if WiMAX systems have more than two antennas. 
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3.3.3 MIMO Systems Interference 

Generally, MIMO systems have interference limitation. In other words, we can say MIMO 

systems have uncorrelated antennas and Gaussian noise at the back of that system. Otherwise if it 

is not like that then we can make the efficiency better by decreasing the frequency as well as 

make more load on each cell. We have a lot of researches in which it shows that in order to 

decrease the capacity of MIMO systems, increase the number of antennas from the transmission 

side then interference will be negligible [20]. In short, we can say that MIMO systems must 

operates at low complexity receiver antennas in low SNR environment. 

 

3.4 Modern Methods for MIMO Systems 

In the above section, we discussed about MIMO systems techniques for single users. Now we 

discuss the same techniques like spatial multiplexing, beam-forming and diversity method for 

multiple users like in mobile stations. Also, we will focus on the performance, bit error rate, 

flexibility and reliability of MIMO systems. 

 

3.4.1 Switching Between Diversity and Multiplexing 

Diversity and Spatial Multiplexing can be used to obtain reliability and high performance data 

rates. These two MIMO techniques can be used simultaneously or alternatively, depending upon 

the condition of channel [5].  

         The first idea about interchanging the diversity and spatial multiplexing was given by 

Heath [21] and then it was implemented by an elegant theorem [22]. In reality, when we talk 

about interchanging the diversity and spatial multiplexing then it will show that we can do it only 

just in some special modes like in closed loop multiplexing regarding error correction coding, 

interleaving the frequency and third one is adaptive modulation technique to show the diversity. 

More deeply, the general term diversity mean to provide the high performance for different types 

of antennas. We will discuss later that which technique is best for more than two antennas under 

different configurations. 

 

3.4.2 Multiple users Scenario in MIMO Systems 

When we talked about multiple users in MIMO systems, then we send multiple streams to 

multiple users. As every MS has single receive antenna, so the received signal processing 

capability of every MS is quite low. The MSs can receive their desired data streams, if the Base 
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station effectively cancels the spatial interference, in a multi-user MIMO system [5]. These 

systems have a big interest in this decade [16].  

 

         Hence we can say that multiple user MIMO systems techniques are very useful to send data 

bits towards multiple users in parallel form of channels simultaneously. But this is also reality 

that MIMO Systems are used with OFDM as well as they are very useful for time division access 

and OFDMA. Table 3.2 shows the summary of different MIMO techniques used in this chapter 

based on factors like technique, number of transmit and receive antennas, feedback, rate and 

comments. 

 

 

 

 

 

Technique (��, ��) Feedback? Rate �� Comments 

 

Reliability – Enhancement Techniques (r| �) 

Selection 

combining 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 
Open loop r = 1 

Increase average SNR 

By (1 + ½ + …1/+,) 

Maximum ratio 

combining 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 
Open loop r = 1 

Increase the SNR to 

�∑  9 �� � �� � I �7, 

Space/time block 

codes 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 
Open loop r | 1 

Increase the SNR to 

�∑  9 �||W||� /7J  

Transmit selection 

diversity 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 
Closed loop r = 1 

Has same SNR as 

selection combining 

DOA 

Beam-forming 

N� t 1 

N� t 1 

+, � N� � 2 

Open loop if 

+D � 1 

Closed loop if 

+D9  � 

r = 1 

Can suppress up to 

(+, � 1) +(+D � 1) 

interference signals 

and increase gain. 
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Pre-coding Techniques 

Linear  diversity 

Pre coding 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 

 

Closed loop r = 1 

Special case of linear 

Beam-forming, only 

single bit is sent 

Eigen- beam-

forming 

N� t 1 

N� � 1 

 

Closed loop 

1| � |
min 	+, �

�, +DZ�� 

Can be used to both 

Increase desired signal 

And suppress L inter- 

fering users 

General linear 

Pre coding 

N� � 1 

N� � 1 

 

Closed loop 
1| � |

 min 	+, , +D� 

Similar to eigen beam- 

Forming, goal is to 

Multiple bits. 

 

Spatial Multiplexing 

Open-loop 

Spatial multiplexing 

N� � 1 

N� � 1 

 

Open loop r = min(+, , +D) 
Can receive in a 

Variety of ways 

Blast 

 

N� � 1 

N� � 1 

 

Open loop r = min(+, , +D) 
Successively decode 

Transmitted streams 

General linear 

Pre coding 

N� � 1 

N� � 1 

 

Closed loop 
1 |r| 

min(+, , +D) 
same as precoding 

Table 3.2: Summary of MIMO Techniques [5] 

 

The next chapter discusses the simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Simulations 
 

 

This chapter describes the simulation results of multiple antenna systems. In this chapter, we 

have tried to analyze the effect of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) on Bit Error Rate (BER) for 

Diversity and MIMO techniques using different modulation and demodulation schemes and by 

increment and decrement of the number of antennas at transmitter and receiver sides.   

 

Following parameters are used in our simulations  

 

Parameter Description 

Number of Packets 1000 

Multiple SNR values 0 to 20 (in steps of 2) 

Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) 

Modulation and Demodulation Schemes 

Rayleigh Channel with flat fading Communication Channel 

 

4.1 Diversity Techniques 

We have simulated the system by using Transmit Diversity (Space Time Coding) and Receiver 

Diversity (Maximum Ratio Combining) techniques. Based on the mathematical calculations 

given in chapter 3, we have simulated our system first by using 1 transmit antenna and 1 receive 

antenna (means no diversity). Then we used 2 transmit antennas and 1 receive antenna for Space 

Time Coding. And for Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), we used 1 transmit antenna and 2 

receive antennas.  

In this simulation, we assume that the Rayleigh channel is already known at the receiver. 

We generated a stream of random numbers and then fed these numbers into a modulator. The 

modulated signals are then fed into an encoder. The encoded signals are then transmitted through 
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the Rayleigh channel. At the receiver side, the signals are decoded and demodulated giving the 

actual data.  

 

4.1.1 Transmit and Receive Diversity using BPSK 

Figure 4.1 shows the BER for different values of the SNR for the three transmit and receive 

diversity schemes using BPSK modulation scheme. All the plots are best fitted by using berfit 

function. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: BER / SNR Representation of Transmit and Receive Diversity using BPSK 

 

The simulation shows that by using 2 transmit and 1 receive antenna for Space Time Coding, we 

get the same diversity order (which is 2x1 = 2) as we get for 1 transmit and 2 receive antennas 

for Maximum Ratio Combining (which is 1x2 = 2). As clearly visible, Maximum Ratio 

Combining technique gives better performance in terms of BER as compared to Space Time 

Coding. The simulation also shows great enhancement in system performance by using diversity 

techniques as compared to the case of no diversity.  
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4.1.2 Transmit and Receive Diversity using QPSK 

Figure 4.2 shows the BER for different values of the SNR for the three transmit and receive 

diversity techniques using QPSK modulation scheme. 

 

 
  Figure 4.2: BER / SNR Representation of Transmit and Receive Diversity using QPSK 

 

Using the same parameters but changing the modulation scheme from BPSK to QPSK, we get 

the above plot. By observing Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, we can say that by using higher 

modulation schemes the scales shift upwards as QPSK puts twice as many bits in each symbol. 

By using BPSK, Maximum Ratio Combining was giving zero BER at SNR = 16 but with QPSK 

it is shifted to SNR = 20. But still Maximum Ratio Combining provides best performance results.  

 

4.1.3 Transmit and Receive Diversity using 4QAM 

Figure 4.3 shows the BER for different values of the SNR for the three transmit and receive 

diversity techniques using 4QAM modulation scheme. By using 4QAM, the scale shifts up as 

compared to BPSK but Maximum Ratio Combining technique is still giving the best 

performance. This shows that modulation schemes are giving here only scaling factor due to 

multiple bits in each symbol and doesn’t have much effect on the system in terms of BER. 
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Figure 4.3: BER / SNR Representation of Transmit and Receive Diversity using 4QAM 

 

4.1.4 Comparison of different Diversity techniques 

Figure 4.4 shows comparisons among different diversity schemes where all the systems have 

diversity order of 4. For this simulation, we have compared Space Time Coding with 4 transmit 

and 1 receive antenna using QPSK modulation (Diversity order: 4x1=4), Space Time Coding 

with 2 transmit and 2 receive antennas using BPSK modulation (Diversity order: 2x2=4) and 

Maximum Ratio Combining with 1 Transmit and 4 Receive antennas using BPSK modulation 

(Diversity order: 1x4=4). By observing the plots, we can say that by using higher modulation 

scheme like QPSK if we increase the antennas at transmitter side, the BER decreases and 

performance of the system increases in Space Time Coding Technique. We also observed that by 

using BPSK modulation scheme and by using 2 antennas at transmitter and 2 antennas at 

receiver side, the BER of system decreases as compared to 1 Transmit antenna and 4 Receive 

antennas using QPSK modulation scheme. We also observed that by using BPSK modulation 

and by increasing the number of antennas to 4 at receiver side in Maximum Ratio Combining, it 

provides the best BER performance than all other systems.       
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Figure 4.4: Comparison among different Diversity Techniques 

 

4.2 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technique s 

For Spatial Multiplexing or MIMO systems, we have simulated our system using BPSK for Zero 

Forcing Equalizer and for Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer. Figure 4.5 shows 

two MIMO systems. Both systems are using 2 transmitting and 2 receiving antennas and BPSK 

modulation scheme. But one system is using zero forcing equalizer while the other system is 

using minimum mean square equalizer. As we can observe, a zero forcing equalizer doesn’t seem 

to be the best choice to equalize the received symbols as it ignores the effects of additive noise 

components in the system and does not take any benefit of diversity gain. A MMSE equalizer 

minimizes the additive noise in the channel so it seems to be a better choice for MIMO systems. 

The plots clearly show us that a MIMO system with MMSE gives better BER performance than 

a Zero Forcing equalizer system. In this simulation, a MIMO system with MMSE is giving 3 dB 

improvement as compared to MIMO system with Zero Forcing Equalizer.    
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Figure 4.5: MIMO with ZF and MMSE 

 

By the using higher modulation schemes like QPSK and QAM, the scale will be shifted upwards 

where as the shape of the plots will remain same and MIMO with MMSE will keep on 

performing better. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Conclusions 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, we have studied and analyzed different types of antenna techniques used in 

WiMAX systems. We simulated these multiple antenna techniques using MATLAB. First we 

simulated Diversity techniques both for transmit and receive diversity and then Spatial 

Multiplexing (MIMO) using Zero Forcing and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizers 

for analyzing Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. We used BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulation 

schemes in our simulations. In Diversity techniques, we used different antenna scenarios and 

different modulation schemes for simulating Space Time Coding and Maximum Ratio 

Combining. After carefully comparing the plots of these scenarios, we came to the conclusion 

that Maximum Ratio Combining system gives us best BER performance in Diversity techniques 

regardless of modulation scheme. On the other hand, a MIMO system with MMSE gives better 

BER performance than Zero Forcing equalizer system. We can also conclude that the modulation 

schemes doesn’t directly affect the BER performance of system as they just shift the scale 

upward or downward depending upon which modulation scheme is used while the behavior of 

the system remains the same. The diversity gain is also very important and it should also be 

increased while using a higher modulation scheme for better BER performance. So for Diversity 

techniques, Maximum Ratio Combining gives better BER performance and for Spatial 

Multiplexing (MIMO) techniques, Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) gives better BER 

performance.     

    

5.2 Future Work 

In future, our simulated bit error rate performance results can be tested and verified practically. 

Further research can be helpful to make it more efficient and reliable in performance. It is also 

possible to find some other diversity constellations or modulation schemes or making of a 

simulation toolbox (like Communication toolbox) to get more efficient bit error rate performance 

in WIMAX. 
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 APPENDIX A 
 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

 

WiMAX    Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

GSM    Global System for Mobile Communication 

UMTS    Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

WLAN   Wireless Local Area Network 

QoS    Quality of Service 

PCMCIA   Personal Computer Memory Card International Association 

AMPS    Advance Mobile Phone Systems 

EDGE                                     Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution   

GPRS    General Packet radio Service 

CDMA   Code Division Multiple Access 

TDMA    Time Division Multiple Access 

FDMA    Frequency Division Multiple Access 

MSC    Mobile Switching Center 

MS    Mobile Station 

BS    Base Station 

FSK    Frequency Shift Keying 

FM    Frequency Modulation 

HSCSD   High Speed Circuit Switched Data 

OFDM    Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

2G                                           Second Generation 

3G     Third Generations 

MAC    Media Access Control 

IP                                             Internet Protocol 

OFDMA   Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 

SOFDMA                               Scalable Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 

LOS    Line of Sight 

TDD    Time Division Duplex 
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FDD    Frequency Division Duplex 

ISI    Inter Symbol Interference  

PAN    Personal Area Network 

LAN    Local Area Network 

MAN    Metropolitan Area Network 

WAN    Wide Area Network 

PHY    Physical Layer 

HHO    Hard Handover 

RF    Radio Frequency 

FBSS    Fast Base Station Switching 

MDHO   Macro Diversity Handover 

AES    Advanced Encryption Standard 

IETF    Internet Engineering Task Force 

PKMv2   Privacy and Key Management Protocol Version 2 

CMA    Cipher-based message authentication code 

MD5    Message-Digest 5 Algorithm 

HMAC   Hash based message authentication codes 

DHCP    Dynamic Host Control Protocol 

CID    Connection Identifier 

PSTN    Public Switched Telephone Network 

STC    Space Time Coding 

MRC    Maximum Ratio Combining 

MIMO    Multiple Input Multiple Output 

ZF    Zero Forcing 

MMSE    Minimum Mean Square Error 

SNR    Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

BER    Bit Error Rate 

ARQ    Automatic Repeat Request  

CSN    Connection Service Network  

SFID    Service Flow Identifier 

BSC    Base Station Controller 

BPSK     Binary Phase Shift keying  

QPSK    Quadrature Phase Shift keying 
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